[Effect of lead exprosure on synaptic structural plasticity in the hippocampus of postnatal Wistar rat].
To study the effect of lead exposure on synaptic structural plasticity in the hippocampus of postnatal Wistar rats by observing the change of neurons number, the number of synapses and synaptic structural parameters including synaptic cleft, the thinkness of postsynaptic density, synaptic curvature and the width of synaptic active zone. Wistar rats, after lactation, 16 pub rats were divided into test group and control group. The test group was given lead dichloride 400 micromol/L by drinking water while the control group with distill water till 2 month old. The hippocampus was taken out after T maze test which was employed to excise their spatial learning and memory ability. Immunohistochemistry method was used to determine the amount of neurons. The number of synapses and the features of synaptic strutural parameters were measured by transmission electron microscope. The blood lead level of the test group was significantly higher than that of the control group (P < 0.05). There was no significant difference between the two groups in the amount of neurons in the CA3 region of hippoeampus (P > 0.05). Compared with the control group, the number of synapses in the test group was reduced (P < 0.05). Among the synaptic strutural parameters, the results revealed a significant increase in the synaptic cleft (P < 0.05), while the thinkness of postsynaptic density, synaptic curvature and the width of synaptic active zone were significantly reduced (P < 0.05 ) comparing the normal control group respectively. Lead exposure of low dose affect spatial learning and memory ability in postnatal life not on the amount of hippocampus neurons, but reducing the number of synapses and changing the synaptic parameters, such as the thinkness of postsynaptic density, synaptic curvature and the width of synaptic active zone.